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****************************************************************************** 
I. Introduction ************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
In this FAQ I have typed up the dialogue and story related text that appears  
in Gargoyle's Quest II for the Super Nintendo Entertainment System. The text  
is as it appears in the game except it's not all capitals. 

****************************************************************************** 
II. Version History ********************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
1.0 - September 25, 2006 

****************************************************************************** 
III. Script ****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
******************************************** 
*                  Ethuria                 * 
******************************************** 
A long, long time  
ago, 
before human being  
appeared...  
There lived  
a monster 
named Firebrand 
in a town of  
the Ghoul Realm,  
Ethuria.  
To become 
a true warrior,  
Firebrand trained  
himself  
in the warriors'  
training center  
every day.  
But one day...  

King Morock: Welcome,  
             Firebrand!  



             Here is  
             the Spectre's  
             Fingernail.  
             You will have  
             the honor of  
             receiving this  
             when recognized  
             as a true warrior.  
             It's time for you  
             to go to  
             the warriors'  
             training center.  

                     * 

"Strangers have            "Firebrand,  
 been wandering             make sure  
 around here                to complete  
 recently.                  your mission. 
 You need to become         Do not disappoint 
 a true warrior             King Morock." 
 as soon as  
 possible,  
 Firebrand."  

                     * 

"Once people              "Firebrand,  
 leave this town,          won't you give up  
 they never                becoming   
 come back.                a warrior?  
 Hmmm...                   Don't waste  
 I wonder                  your time. Give up." 
 what happens  
 to them..."  

                     * 

"I often see              "This is Etruria,  
 strangers hanging         where King Morock  
 around outside.           rules."  
 Who on earth  
 are they?"  

                     * 

"Firebrand,              "So many  
 you are just             brave warriors  
 a trainee.               have come out  
 You are not              from this town.  
 allowed to leave         Be the next one,  
 this town                Firebrand."  
 unless you become  
 a true warrior."  

                     * 

"There is               "Hi, Firebrand!  
 a warriors'             you can go to the  



 training center         training center  
 in this town."          through the room  
                         on your right."  

                     * 
"Though I really        "They say  
 want to be              the Argob's Pot  
 a true warrior,         can be exchanged  
 the training here       for the Spectre's  
 is too hard             Fingernail."  
 for me." 

                     * 

"You can go to the  
 training center  
 through the center  
 of this room.  
 Bring back the pot  
 from there."  

                     * 

After retrieving the Argob's Pot from the  
training center...  

Ghoul: I'm glad to see  
       you are safe,  
       Firebrand!   
       The black light  
       appeared suddenly  
       and...  
       Hurry to the King!  
       Hurry!  

The Ghoul dies. 

                     * 

After returning to King Morock...  

King Morock: Uh... Uh... Uh...  
             Firebrand? 
             I'm gonna die...  
             Take this  
             Spectre's  
             Fingernail  
             with you.  

Firebrand obtained  
the Spectre's  
Fingernail.  
An incredible  
power has built up  
in Firebrand's  
body.  
Now Firebrand  
can jump higher  
than before.  



King Morock: Go west, Firebrand.  
             You will find  
             a town  
             called Gibea,  
             where King Barr  
             rules.  
             Guoh...  

King Morock dies. 

******************************************** 
*                  Gibea                   * 
******************************************** 
"This is Gibea.             "The black light  
 This town was               came over  
 once ruled                  this town and...  
 by King Barr,               though  
 but..."                     I was struck  
                             by the light,  
                             the power of  
                             maelstrom  
                             brought me back. 
                             But...  
                             Look at  
                             my ugly face!" 

                     * 

"What happened              "The King's palace, 
 to my country               capital of  
 during my absence?          the Ghoul Realm, 
 What a mess!!"              is to the west 
                             of this town. 
                             But you have to  
                             break the barrier  
                             of King Barr 
                             to get there."  

                     * 

"Watch out!                 "What a pity...  
 Their strength              We could not  
 is beyond                   protect King Barr  
 your imagination."          from the enemy..." 

                     * 

King Barr: Uh... Uh... Uh....  

                     * 

"King Barr's               "There is a guy  
 Magic was sealed.          whose name is  
 You should have            Samuel  
 come a little              in the town Sidon,  
 earlier..."                which lies  
                            north-east of  
                            this place.  



                            He may know  
                            how to release  
                            King Barr's  
                            magic again.  
                            But you will  
                            have to go  
                            through the river  
                            of flames in Arnon  
                            to get there."  

******************************************** 
*                   Arnon                  * 
******************************************** 
Ghoul: Are you going to  
       cross the river  
       of flame?  

Firebrand: Yes 

Ghoul: Are you sure?  

Firebrand: Yes 

Ghoul: You are  
       very brave! 
       Take this  
       Dragon's Armor  
       with you.  
       It will help you.  

Firebrand 
obtained the  
Dragon's Armor.  
The vitality  
increased.  

******************************************** 
*                  Sidon                   * 
******************************************** 
"This is Sidon."             

                     * 

"Go north                    "It is said that 
 through the cave             the magic buster  
 and you'll see               can break rocks  
 the desert                   and   
 called Sittem."              the magic tornado 
                              enables you  
                              to fly anywhere." 

                     * 

"They say a venus           "To the east of  
 of the night                this town is  
 called Hecate               the forest called  
 fell from the sky           Hinom.  
 long time ago.              They say there is  
 She was                     the precious stone  
 looking for                 called  



 some materials.             the night drop  
 the name                    in the forest."  
 of the materials  
 was...  
 Let me see...  
 The Night Drop!"  

                     * 

Samuel: I am Samuel.  
        What?  
        King Barr's magic  
        was sealed?  
        The Gremlin Stick  
        may be  
        of help to you.  
        Oh! Go to the cave  
        of Gaza north of  
        this place  
        and see Hecate.  
        She must know  
        something  
        about it!  

******************************************** 
*              Hinom Forest                * 
******************************************** 
Firebrand obtained  
the Night Drop.  
Something 
very powerful has  
built up in  
Firebrand's body.  
Firebrand obtained  
the magic 
buster.  

******************************************** 
*                   Gaza                   * 
******************************************** 
Hecate: Oh! You have  
        the night drop  
        in your hands.  
        Now I can make  
        the Candle of  
        Darkness with it.  
        Wait for a while.  
        Use this candle  
        of darkness  
        at the center  
        of this room.  

Firebrand used  
Candle of 
Darkness. 
The whole place  
was blacked out.  
It was  
the black light  
that sealed  



King Barr's magic.  
It's the King of  
Destruction's  
army...  
Only 
the Gremlin Stick  
can dispel  
the King  
of Destruction's  
evil magic.  
Use  
the Gremlin Stick  
before King Barr  
and his magic  
will be released.  
The Gremlin Stick  
is in the ruins 
which lie 
deep within the  
Desert Sittem.  

Hecate: Go to  
        Desert Sittem now!  
        These wings will  
        enable you to fly  
        over Gaza Valley.  

Firebrand obtained  
the wings 
of a Fallen Angel.  

Hecate: Good Luck!  

                     * 

Ghoul: Oh!  
       You have the wings  
       of a Fallen Angel! 
       With those wings,  
       you may be able to  
       fly over  
       Gaza Valley.  
       Go to  
       Desert Sittem,  
       Firebrand!  

******************************************** 
*               Desert Sittem              * 
******************************************** 
Firebrand obtained  
the Gremlin Stick  
at the bottom  
of the desert.  
Something 
very powerful has 
built up in  
Firebrand's body.  
Firebrand obtained  
the magic 
Tornado.  



******************************************** 
*                  Gibea                   * 
******************************************** 
Firebrand used  
Gremlin Stick.  

King Barr: Uh... Uh... Uh...  
           Wow, I can move!  
           My body works!  
           Thank you,  
           Firebrand.  
           I'll give you  
           my power!  
           Kah...  

Now Firebrand  
can jump higher  
than before.  

King Barr: Let's break  
           the barrier  
           and go to  
           the King's Palace.  
           Firebrand,  
           Go to  
           the King's Palace  
           immediately!  

******************************************** 
*                  Bridge                  * 
******************************************** 
Goblin: Uh... Uh... Uh...  
        The black light  
        appeared and...  
        it was heading for  
        the King's Palace.  
        I'll leave it  
        to you, Firebrand.  

The Goblin dies.  

******************************************** 
*              King's Palace               * 
******************************************** 
"Welcome to                  "Ku Ku Ku...." 
 the King's Palace."  

                     * 

"I saw the black  
 light cover  
 the King's Palace. 
 So I hurried here  
 but something is  
 strange..."  

                     * 

King: Oh! Firebrand,  



      what's the hurry? 
      What?  
      The black light?  
      What's that?  
      I don't understand  
      what you are  
      talking about?  
      There is nothing   
      to worry about.  
      Go back to  
      Etruria.  

Firebrand: No  

King: You dare oppose  
      me? 
      Ku Ku Ku...  
      Well, n 
      it seems I must  
      destroy you!  

After defeating the King...  

King: Oh! Gosh!!  
      You are  
      that red... 
      Guwa...  

The King dies.  

                     * 

"What?!                      "I saw it for sure.  
 Someone disguised            The black light  
 himself                      was going toward  
 as the King of               Mt. Imaus." 
 the Ghoul Realm?  
 Then where is  
 the King himself?"  

                     * 

"To the north-east          "To the north-west  
 of this place               of the King's  
 is a mountain               palace is 
 called Imaus.               the oldest village  
 And there is                in the Ghoul Realm  
 an old palace               called Topete." 
 in the mountain. 
 But no one  
 tries to go there." 

                     * 

"A long time ago,           "There is  
 it was said                 a laboratory in  
 that only                   the King's Palace." 
 the bravest man  
 in the Ghoul Realm  
 was allowed to go  



 to the palace  
 of Imaus."  

                     * 

"The essence of             "The Achelon's  
 the Ghoul Realm is          Water is said to  
 hidden very well.           be hidden  
 Try searching               somewhere  
 many places."               near Mt. Imaus."  

                     * 

"I've been studying         "Have you  
 the essence of              ever heard about  
 Soulstream                  the essence of 
 for many years.             the Ghoul Realm?" 
 It can recover 
 your vitality              Firebrand: No  
 to the maximum.  
 But its materials          "Why don't you  
 are very rare.              try it?"  
 I need the  
 Achelon's Water            Firebrand obtained 
 and the Dagon's            the essence of  
 Scales!"                   the Ghoul Realm.  
                            The vitality  
                            increased.  

******************************************** 
*                 Mt. Imaus                * 
******************************************** 
Firebrand obtained  
the Candle of  
Poltergeist.  

******************************************** 
*              Palace of Imaus             * 
******************************************** 
King: Uh...Uh...Uh... 
      Firebrand?  
      Oh, you have  
      the Candle of  
      Poltergeist. 
      Please use it  
      in front of me  
      now!  

Firebrand used  
Candle of the  
Poltergeist.  

King: Oh! 
      I can move! 
      It seems my magic  
      is coming back.  
      The King of  
      Destruction  
      took me  
      by surprise 



      and sealed  
      my magic.  
      But nobody knows  
      who the King of  
      Destruction is.  
      I suggest you see  
      a great old man  
      named Lethe,  
      who lives in  
      the labyrinth to   
      the north of the  
      village Topete.  
      He may know  
      something  
      about the King.  
      I'll give you  
      my power,  
      Firebrand.  
      Kah... 

Now Firebrand  
can jump higher  
and fly further  
than before.  

******************************************** 
*                   Cave                   * 
******************************************** 
Firebrand obtained  
the Achelon's  
water.  

******************************************** 
*                  Topete                  * 
******************************************** 
"This is Topete,        "They say  
 a lost village."        a horrible monster 
                         called a Dagon lives 
                         in the desert  
                         south of  
                         this village,  
                         that is why  
                         nobody tries to go  
                         there."  

                     * 

"You have to             "Lethe is living  
 receive the power        in the Labyrinth  
 from the King of         to the north of  
 the Ghoul Realm          this village." 
 before you go to  
 see Lethe."  
                     * 

"Lethe is               "I wonder if you  
 the great wise man      may be the man  
 who has lived here      Lethe told me...  
 since                   Forget about it. 
 the beginning of        Go  



 the Ghoul Realm."       see Lethe  
                         yourself." 

                     * 

"The labyrinth          "In the labyrinth,  
 is a house of           you may have to  
 mirrors.                fight against  
 You can warp            yourself. 
 from one mirror         Those who get over  
 to another."            themselves  
                         will be able to  
                         see Lethe." 

                     * 

"Doppelganger is  
 a monster of  
 mirrors. 
 Never attack him  
 while he is  
 transformed  
 into you.  
 Attack him  
 when he reveals  
 himself."  

******************************************** 
*                  Desert                  * 
******************************************** 
Firebrand obtained  
the Dagon's  
Scales.  

******************************************** 
*              King's Palace               * 
******************************************** 
"Oh! You have  
 the Achelon's  
 Water  
 and the Dagon's  
 Scales.  
 Give them to me,  
 please!" 

Firebrand: Yes 

"Wait for a while.  
 I'll make you  
 the Essence of  
 Soulstream with 
 these materials.  
 Her you are.  
 Use it  
 and your vitality  
 will be fully  
 recovered."  

******************************************** 
*                Labyrinth                 * 



******************************************** 
Guard: Firebrand,  
       I can not  
       let you see Lethe. 

Firebrand defeats the guard and makes his way  
though the Labyrinth to find... 

Lethe: I've been  
       expecting you  
       to come, Firebrand.  
       You are  
       the chosen one.  
       I'll tell you  
       the old legend of  
       the Ghoul Realm.  
       Listen up.  
       When Ghoul Realm  
       is covered with  
       the black light,  
       it's the crisis of  
       the Ghoul Realm.  
       The black light  
       will bring death  
       and destruction  
       everywhere.   
       But there is  
       one hope for us.  
       That's  
       a red Gargoyle.  
       He will turn into  
       the red blaze  
       and seal  
       the black light.  
       Firebrand,  
       it is Goza  
       who is trying to  
       destroy  
       the Ghoul Realm.  
       He is trying to  
       free  
       the King of  
       Destruction,  
       Breager,  
       who can destroy  
       the whole world.  
       Gaza Crevasse  
       overflowed with   
       the black light  
       and the Breager's  
       Palace  
       began to appear.  
       Firebrand,  
       go to loosekeep  
       and ask  
       the King and Queen  
       to put their power  
       into this candle.  

Firebrand obtained  



the Lethe's  
Candle.  

Lethe: Come back here  
       when you receive  
       the power from the  
       King and Queen.  
       Then the candle  
       will turn into  
       the Candle of  
       the Ghoul Realm 
       and the road to  
       Breager's Palace  
       will be opened.  

                     * 

"To reach 
 Loosekeep,  
 you have to go 
 through  
 Naga'a Path,  
 south-east  
 of this place.  
 I heard  
 only one of  
 several entrances  
 of Naga's Path  
 leads to 
 Loosekeep." 

******************************************** 
*                Loosekeep                 * 
******************************************** 
"Good for you,            "Behave yourself! 
 Firebrand!                Can't you see  
 This is Loosekeep."       King Rushifell  
                           is in the  
                           left tower  
                           and Queen Verona  
                           is in the  
                           right tower?  

                     * 

"Suddenly 
 the Gaza Crevasse  
 began to 
 overflow with  
 the black light. 
 Even Rushifell  
 and Verona  
 could not do  
 anything about it.  

                     * 

King Rushifell: Oh,  
                that's the Lethe's  
                Candle.  



                You saw Lethe,  
                didn't you?  
                You must be  
                the one  
                who can save  
                the Ghoul Realm.  
                I'll put my power  
                into the candle.  
                Kah...  

Something 
very powerful has  
built up in  
Firebrand's body.  
Firebrand obtained  
the Magic 
Claw.  

King Rushifell: With  
                the Magic Claw,  
                you will be able  
                to climb up  
                the walls of  
                thorns.  
                The future of 
                the Ghoul Realm 
                depends on you,  
                Firebrand.  

                     * 

Queen Verona: Oh,  
              that's the Lethe's  
              Candle.  
              You saw Lethe,  
              didn't you?  
              You must be  
              the one  
              who can save  
              the Ghoul Realm.  
              I'll put my power  
              into the candle.  
              Kah...  

Firebrand obtained  
the Hippogriff's  
Feather.  
Firebrand's wings  
were covered with  
the Hippogriff's  
Feather.  
Now Firebrand  
can fly further  
than before.  

Queen Verona: Go ahead,  
              Firebrand!  
              Stop  
              the black light! 



******************************************** 
*                Labyrinth                 * 
******************************************** 
Lethe: You seem to have  
       obtained the power  
       of Rushifell  
       and Verona.  
       Now I'll put  
       my power  
       into the candle.  
       Kah...  
       Lethe's candle  
       turned into  
       the candle of  
       the Ghoul Realm.  
       Use the candle of  
       the Ghoul Realm 
       before the barrier  
       at Breager's  
       Palace  
       and the barrier  
       will be broken.  
       Firebrand,  
       go to Breager's  
       Palace.  
       Destroy Goza  
       and save  
       the Ghoul Realm,  
       please!  

******************************************** 
*             Breager's Palace             * 
******************************************** 
Goza: Welcome  
      Firebrand.  
      I must destroy you 
      before you become  
      the true  
      Red Blaze.  

After defeating Goza...  

Goza: Although  
      you defeated me,  
      you will not  
      be able to defeat  
      King Breager  
      unless you become  
      the true  
      Red Blaze.  
      Also, King Breager  
      should have  
      completely revived  
      by now...  
      Hee, hee, hee... 

Goza dies.  

A voice  
can be heard  



from somewhere...  

Demogorgon: I admire  
            you coming  
            this far,  
            Firebrand.  
            I'm Demogorgon.  
            The black light 
            represents  
            King Breager's  
            tremendous  
            destructive power.  
            His mysterious  
            army is controlled  
            by his psychic  
            power.  
            Now it's time  
            for you to prove  
            that you are  
            the true Red Blaze  
            and defeat  
            King Breager.  
            I'll give you  
            my power. 

Firebrand obtained  
the Mammon's Hoof.  

Firebrand obtained  
the Bereal's  
Wings.  

Firebrand obtained  
the Atlas' Armor.  

All the power of  
Firebrand has  
built up in  
Firebrand's body.  

Firebrand obtained  
the magic 
Darkfire. 

                     * 

After reaching King Breager... 

King Breager: You finally came,  
              Red Blaze.  
              Although I have  
              not completely  
              recovered  
              my power,  
              I am powerful  
              enough to  
              destroy you  
              and put an end  
              to the legend of  
              the Red Blaze.  



After defeating King Breager... 

King Breager: I cannot  
              believe this!  
              I never dreamed  
              my plot would be  
              thwarted by you,  
              Red Blaze.  
              But remember,  
              someday  
              I will revive  
              and destroy you!  

******************************************** 
*                   Ending                 * 
******************************************** 
King of the  
Ghoul Realm: I appreciate  
             your effort,  
             Firebrand.  
             I never dreamed  
             you were  
             the legendary  
             Red Blaze.  
             By the way,  
             I heard of a very  
             beautiful land  
             called  
             the human world.  
             It is under  
             construction.  
             Explore the land  
             and if you  
             like it,  
             take it over  
             and be the king.  
             Firebrand,  
             leave for  
             the human land  
             now!  

When Firebrand  
defeated  
King Breager,  
Firebrand released  
all of his power.  
The Ghoul Realm  
was enveloped  
in flames 
and  
the black light  
was swept away  
together with  
the King of  
Destruction's  
army.  
Thus 
the Ghoul Realm  
returned to  



its peaceful state  
and Firebrand  
fulfilled 
the legend of  
the Red Blaze.  
And his legend  
was handed down  
from generation  
to generation.  
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